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WATERPROOF PORTABLE SPEAKER WITH  
APTX BLUETOOTH®, SMARTPHONE INTEGRATION  
AND 11 HOUR BATTERY LIFE*
HIGHLIGHTS BENEFITS

The mid-sized Denon Envaya Mini is an IP67 rated dust and water-

proof, premium, and portable Bluetooth speaker. It features the latest 

aptX Bluetooth V4.1 connectivity, offering CD-like streaming without the 

restriction of wires. It can be easily paired with a range of smart devices, 

allowing for one touch access to your personal assistant, such as Siri. The 

Envaya Mini can also be paired with other products within the Envaya range, 

enabling to you to bolster the sound through multiple speakers.

Built with smaller rooms in mind, the Envaya Mini will fill your bathroom 

or home office with sound, while remaining small enough to easily carry 

to the garden, park or anywhere else you desire. Envaya Mini is IP67 

waterproof and dustproof, which means its hardy enough to survive an 

accidental dunk in the pool or bath, without missing a beat. Tuned by 

Denon’s class leading audio engineers, each speaker has been pains-

takingly crafted to achieve an unmatched musical performance. Simple 

connectivity and Siri activation allows you completely hassle free control 

from your smartphone.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

PORTABLE PREMIUM BLUETOOTH SPEAKERENVAYA MINI DSB-150BT



General

Available colours black / black-grey-stripe

Dimensions (W x H x D) 7.36 x 2.56 x 2.48 in

Weight 1.19 lbs

Dust and waterproof rating IP67

AUX Input 3.5 mm

Speaker phone yes

Siri activation yes

Included accessories carrying strap, flat type Micro USB 
cable, quick start guide

Technical information

Bluetooth
Version v 4.1

Profile A2DP/AVRCP/HFP/HSP

Multi paring Up to 8 devices

True Wireless Stereo Pairing Yes

Codec SBC/AAC/aptX

Amplifier

Output power (Rated) 2 x 8.5 W

Type Class-D

Battery

Type Lithium Ion (1-Cell)

Capacitance 3.6 V 3000 mAh

Play time (H) 11 h

Charging time 3 h

UPC DSB150BTBK 4951035062333 Black

DSB150BTBG 4951035062340 Black-Grey
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The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by D&M Holdings Inc. is under license. 
Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.
Qualcomm is a trademark of Qualcomm Incorporated, registered in the United States and other countries, used with permission. aptX is a trademark of Qualcomm 
Technologies International, Ltd., registered in the United States and other countries, used with permission.

Denon is a trademark or registered trademark of D&M Holdings, Inc.
* All specs can be subject to change

Superior Sound
Extraordinary sound quality is guaranteed due to the inclusion 
of advance audio processing technology. The sound produced is 
above and beyond anything that a conventional compact speaker 
system delivers. This is thanks to its ‘oversized’ proprietary drivers, 
paired with a large passive bass radiator that fits neatly into this 
speaker’s compact design. Performance is finely tuned with a 
range of advanced, on-board, signal-processing technologies that 
‘intelligently’ provide the best possible sound performance from 
any connected source. The audio tuning is done by our audio 
experts taking care of the Denon sound philosophy.

Waterproof and durable
Denon Envaya Mini™ is Water and Dust Proof. The official rating is 
called IP67, which means that the Envaya can stand in 1m water 
for 30 minutes without damage. To achieve this all connectors are 
covered by a cap, gaps are closed by gaskets and chassis are water 
resistant which means altogether no water can enter the unit for a 
certain period.

Bluetooth aptX
The Envaya features the high quality Bluetooth® aptX® Low 
Latency standard offering CD-like audio streaming over Bluetooth 
minimizing latency and ‘lipsync’ issues when supported by the 
streaming device.

Simple Bluetooth Pairing
Out of the box and powered on for the first time the unit will directly 
enter the pairing mode. Simply open the Bluetooth setup on your 
smart device and confirm the Envaya pairing. If at a later stage, you 
want to pair another unit just press the Bluetooth button on the unit 
for a second and you are ready to play. Pressing and holding the 
button for 5 seconds will enable the stereo pairing mode.

Envaya Link
Looking for more power or just want to have a real stereo setup? 
No problem. Just pair two of the Envaya’s to play together as a 
stereo set. One speaker will take over the left channel, the other 
the right.

Making phone calls and talking to “Siri”
The built-in microphone makes hand free calls an easy task. 
Simply connect your smartphone to Bluetooth, and you’re all set. 
In addition, you can also talk to your personal assistant “Siri” on an 
iPhone. Just press and hold the phone button on the Envaya and 
Siri will activate.
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* Battery life is dependent on volume level and type of music played.
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